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Unless youâ€™ve been living under a rock for the past fifty years, youâ€™re aware of the many

hypotheses that the assassination of President John F. Kennedy was not done by one man.

Whether youâ€™ve read one or a dozen of the books on this topic, thereâ€™s no way to fully grasp

the depth of this conspiracy.Â For the first time ever, New York Times bestselling authors Jesse

Ventura and Dick Russell have teamed up with some of the most respected and influential

assassination researchers to put together the ultimate compendium that covers every angleâ€”from

the plot to the murderâ€”of JFK. They Killed Our President will not only discuss the most famous of

theories, but will also bring to light new and recently discovered information, which together shows

that the United States government not only was behind this egregious plot, but took every step to

make sure that the truth would not come out.With 2013 marking the fiftieth anniversary of JFKâ€™s

assassination, this is the perfect time for They Killed Our President to be available to readers. The

research and information in this book are unprecedented, and thereâ€™s nobody better to bring this

to everyoneâ€™s attention than the former governor of Minnesota and US Navy SEAL, Jesse

Ventura.
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Kudos to Jesse and team for compiling 50 years of information into a clarifying and orderly

examination of the conspiracy that resulted in the assassination of JFK.The assassination has

always held great interest for me. I was raised in Dallas. The fatal day of the president's visit three



of my high school buddies and I left high school to see the president. We decided to go to Love

Field to see his arrival rather than go to the parade downtown. The president passed within 15 feet

of where I was standing along the fence separating the exit ramp of the plane from the parking lot

where he and Jackie boarded the limo.Early on the morning of November 24 a school mate and I

drove out to Mount Vernon 100 miles east of Dallas to "get the hell out of dodge" and visit my

grandfather, Warren Penn Castle, Sr., who had retired a couple of months earlier as an assistant

district attorney working for Dallas DA Henry Wade. We arrived a few minutes after Jack Ruby shot

Oswald on national television. My grandfather was on the phone with his former colleagues at the

DA's office and the Dallas Police Department in a more agitated and emotional state than I had ever

witnessed. Long story short, his conclusion was several weeks later and until he died was that

something was terribly and totally wrong. He knew Jack Ruby and of his mob connections. My

grandfather's conclusion until the time he passed away was that maybe someday the truth about

what happened would come out.New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison did a better job than

anyone of exposing the plot. The government conspiracy machine did all they could to discredit his

efforts. It's is amazing to me that he was not assassinated like so many others. Garrison died of

cancer in 1992.

They Killed Our President by former governor Jesse Ventura has a very direct approach to covering

the assassination of President Kennedy. Mr. Ventura sets forth the fact or facts he wishes to prove

and then directs the reader to online sources to expand the proof. This approach saves the reader

from traversing oceans of explanations on trivia and focus the attention on facts rather than

speculation; however, that only lasts through the first two sections of the book. The last section is

almost total speculation and should have been left out. His conclusions are mostly political diatribe

and have nothing to do with history or the Kennedy assassination. Too bad, because up to that

point the book was very good.I have read numerous books on the Kennedy assassination, and most

of them are junk. Posner and Bugliosi's books are terrible. Posner attempts to look into the mind of

Oswald and speculates endlessly while Bugliosi simply argues off a few favorable facts rather than

present facts in an objective fashion. One of the best books to read, outside of this one, is

Impossible, The Case Against Lee Harvey Oswald by Barry Krusch Impossible: The Case Against

Lee Harvey Oswald (Volume One). His three volume work extensively examines how the evidence

was gathered and the problems with the evidence presented - and forgotten - by the Warren

Commission. Mr. Krusch destroys the Warren Commission's report as few others have. However,

his work is somewhat unfocused. Here is where Mr. Ventura's work excels, it is VERY focused.I



have always had a number of problems with the Warren Commission's report.
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